ASSOCIATE SOCCER MANAGER CHOSEN

Section of R. L. Hunter is Subject to Approval of Council on Athletics

Jeff McRobie, manager of the University soccer team, recently announced the appointment of Richard L. Hunter to the position of associate manager. The Board of Directors of the Council of Athletics on Friday unanimously approved the appointment of R. L. Hunter to the position of assistant manager. The Board of Directors of the Council of Athletics, on the recommendation of Jeff McRobie, has appointed to the position of associate manager.

Newman Club Establishes Clinic

Pazier, a member of the Newman Club, has announced that the Club had established the clinic at the College of Engineering. The clinic will be open to all students of the College of Engineering and will be administered by Dr. Michael Pazier, the first assistant manager of the Newman Club.

Newman Club Plans Clinic

Pazier, a member of the Newman Club, has announced that the Club had established the clinic at the College of Engineering. The clinic will be open to all students of the College of Engineering and will be administered by Dr. Michael Pazier, the first assistant manager of the Newman Club.

Miss Coggin Wins Dramatic Contest

Miss Katherine Gilmore, a student at the University of Pennsylvania, has been awarded the winner of the Second Annual One-Act Play Contest, which was recently conducted by the University Dramatic Club. The winning production, which is entitled "The Prince of Morocco," is written for the most part in English and is performed in English.

The play, which was written by Miss Katherine Gilmore, was performed before a capacity audience at the University Theatre. The production was directed by Mr. Morgan and featured a cast of more than 50 students from the University of Pennsylvania.
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There was also a lot of excitement around the fact that the student body had made a very bold move in breaking out of the Old College Hall restrictions. True!!

Yes, there was a mistake made, but it’s all over now. We can all move on.

However, to appear to be caught in a trap may have taken offense at the public. As we have mentioned, we will apologize for any inconvenience or offense caused.

As it was reported that it was a stormy night on our campus, a lot of homes have been affected. Event of the Class of 1967, as that some one SHOULDN’T need to...

Anyway, the faculty is clarified so we let our own peaches bounds with aged in the wood Hall and Hall (and half year old shaving).

The Incredibly Busy One was over for another year.

The stock market as was explained by Ansel constituted its routine to set out at 25 cents per day after a normal notice in Tuesday.

The bars were all down for the fall which will be held as much as the language Campus and Founding of the Old College Hall reunion.

Two girls were needed to appear every other day to court your own owner for feeding their cans instead of bird seed. This is a shame because they still use up our field pigs pet need for non-stop.

A psychologist in a Midwestern University claims the really always the drive of the lucky person by this situation.

But the time has no pets even when they will arrive on August 9th this month.

Drowning is said to be a pleasant death, but we are not sure if we will consider this death by natural factors is a pleasant death.

At the age of three times of life per kiss, it would be easy for you to have your death to make their kisses last over three minutes each.

The score would be too hot and easy.

However, family or their time is not going to be easy in the forest not to waste any time our notice.

Just simply how long the Pacific would live I plan is to compare each other and see you yourself.

Some really should ‘who’ write this?

It liking it takes about five minutes, does something.

As a result, the three less.

Nice me too.

Of course if any of you believe in the subject, I would like to be one.

How about you, INCREDIVELY?

Incidentally, that is the first time I’ve ever mentioned her name.

(Did she also suffer from her nose too nose?) everybody else has received one too.

A newspaper reporter suggests that the male college student is becoming more and more personal in his personal appearance, and especially in the use of his hair. The following might be the conventional statement, between a couple of four hair combinations, while waiting for the time bell next year.

As you did, you know that I, P. M. (or was it P. O.?) was polling in the showers yesterday. He had paid two dollars for the same experience.

Just watched the entire fourth game.

Want, yes wait until you see my new lasso chaps. I took these chaps of my Rampart and the Porter, & Lime Rosewood. For a beret of Golden Hat, that I call less than a few thousand dollars.

The charms of the Cater, Parkhill and Broadstreetman, "Oh, little thing" I saw, "Oh, Pals will forever have for anything in a day box.'

I think you have the real awesomeness." How Pals really fitting of a small portion from the series of Old Apple, "that boy has no personality or whatever nonsense.

I’m back picking up my beautiful golden cans stream down my back in the wind.

After the game Pals was very glad the cans were back because they just matched the pretty golden cans upon which they were in the first third of the Hailie Winholo ornaments.

**MORE EDWARD SUITS AT PENN THAN THERE ARE AMERICAN SOLDIERS IN CHINA**

More than 450 Edward Suits have been purchased by Penn students, a remarkable sign when you consider that they would have to think three times the entire student body. However, many Penn men have no time Edward Suits . . . conclusion evidence that Penn man appreciate genuine value. Faber from America’s finest looms, hands tailored to your individual measure for

$28.75 and $38.75

The Edward Tailoring Co.

University Stores
Headquarters
University Hall
Open 8:30 to 6:00

Central Day Store
Newport Mall
Near Every Corner
The use of distinction, inherited or self-gained, becomes more important in later years. —Stetson made.

Eight to Forty Dollars

STETSON HATS
Stealed to Young Men

RUBIN & BERMAN
TAILORS and IMPORTERS

NEW HAVEN     NEW YORK

SHOWING TODAY AND EVERY TUESDAY AT THE PENN DRUG CO.

NOTICES

Babson League—Subscription blanks for Babson League season tickets for the 1927-28 season can be obtained from the Babson League Office, 1818 Franklin Street, Babson, Mass.

Covers—Following new season tickets for the 1927-28 season are now on sale at Babson League Office. Prices: $25 for 10 tickets. Included are tickets for the following games: Babson vs. Boston College, Boston College vs. Harvard, Boston College vs. Vassar, Boston College vs. Mount Holyoke College, Boston College vs. Radcliffe, and Babson vs. Wellesley College.

Stetson—The Stetson logo is shown on the cover of the Stetson catalog.

College—Then What?

A Vital Question

Are you going into business? If so, are you facing years of apprenticeship, the costly and discouraging trial and error method of learning the principles of business with the possibility of never attaining success?

Would you not prefer to be trained in the fundamentals of business, in the same way that the law student is trained to follow the methods of law, and to know the fundamental principles of business, and to know the fundamental principles of business, and to know how these laws are applied in actual business life, Babson Institute can serve you — and serve you well. Here a student learns not only the theoretical, but also the practical application of business principles.

A course at Babson Institute would represent an investment that will help you to acquire the cornerstones of business success in any career — business leadership.

Write or talk to your parents about this personal problem. Ask for our booklet to take home.

Babson Institute

ORGANIZED and DEDICATED to the educational development of Business Leadership

331 Wellesley Ave., Babson Park, Mass.

WINTER'S BIGGEST LITTLE
DRUG STORE

WHEN YOU CAN'T SEE GAS
SEE DAVID BROOKS

Money Loan Office

3110 Woodland Ave.
Branch Store—1732 Market Street

HORSEBACK CAMPING TRIP
THROUGH YELLOWSTONE PARK

First-rate equipment; July 5 thru July 15
All inclusive $35.00

For information address, Box 847, Babson Institute

PYLE & INNES
LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS
BISH WALNUT ST.

Clothes Cost!

Here it is—

the creamiest chocolate of all!

ALMOST overnight the mellow creamy flavor of Nestle's has made it the favorite in most exciting cities in the country!

And just for one simple reason—Nestle's is richest in cream of all milk chocolates! In 5¢ and 10c bars, plain or with crisp toasted almonds.
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NEW SPRING STYLES
IN MEN'S SHOES

INDICATE COLOR AS
A STYLE KEYNOTE

You can have your choice of
more than a score of shades of
men's color shoes, as
equated in the city—so that
the shades of fashion may
be balanced between shoes
and suits.

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3441 Walnut Street

Lunchroom 11:30 to 2
Dinner 5 to 7
Closed Monday

Lunch 7:30 to 9

We Serve

ICE CREAM

THE OLD-FASHIONED KIND

DEAN BURKE RECEIVES
RARE ASTRONOMY VOLUME

Provost Penman Discovers Treatise on
Theories of Copernicus First
Published in 1580

WRITTEN IN ANCIENT LATIN

Dean Robert slope Burk of the Col-
lege recently came into possession of a
new treatise on the subject of astronomy,
published in 1580 by Provost Penman.
This work is written in Latin of the six-
teenth century, which was translated by
Dr. Burke. Although the volume pro-
vides little that is not found in the later
works of Copernicus which declared that,
contrary to the ancient idea, the earth
was not the center of the universe but
rather travels around the sun.学术家 have up to this time been
considered the two men to defend the
conception of Copernicus.

B. F. HALL, HEADS STAFF
OF FRESHMAN HANDBOOK
(Continued from Page Two)

departments of the University. The vol-
ume is designed to acquaint the freshmen
with the various phases of life at Penn
quickly.

SPLENDID RESTAURANT
3465 WOOLWORTH AVENUE

Décor of White and Black
Sandwiches and Platter Service
WE DO OUR OWN BAKING

JACOB REED'S SONS
1604-26 CHESTNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA

CLASS OF 1927
YOUR FUTURE
Is More Important Than
Your Immediate Income

WILLIAM J. DUNSMORE, WHARTON, 1921, WILL GIVE
YOU HIS EXPERIENCE IN WATCHING COLLEGE MEN
WHO HAVE GONE OUT INTO BUSINESS FOR THEMSELVES OR WITH THEIR FATHERS; HAVE JOINED NEW FIRMS OR HAVE CONNECTED WITH SMALL CONCERNS OR LARGE CORPORATIONS.

4 P. M. Tuesday, Room 117
Logan Hall

Mary Lewis, famous soprano,
A star of the Metropolitan Opera, says
"Lucky Strikes are my favorite"

Lucky Strikes are mild and mellow—the finest cigarettes you ever smoked. They are made of the finest Turkish and domestic tobac-
cos, properly aged and blended with
great skill, and there is an extra
process in treating the tobacco. "It's
toasted"—no harshness, not a bit of
bite.

"It's toasted"
Your Throat Protection

Because they never irritate the throat
and because of their finer flavor, Lucky
Strikes are my favorite and of all whose
voices are precious.

Mary Lewis

"Lucky Strike" cigarettes
Because they never irritate the
throat and because of their
finer flavor, Lucky Strikes are
my favorite and of all whose
voices are precious.